In this study, we investigated how activation unfolds in sign production by examining whether signs that are not produced have their representations activated by semantics (cascading of activation). Deaf signers were tested with a picture-picture interference task. Participants were presented with pairs of overlapping pictures and named the green picture (target) while ignoring the red picture (distractor). In Experiment 1 we varied whether target and distractor pictures had similar signs. Signs were produced faster with sign-related picture pairs compared to unrelated picture pairs. The facilitation observed with sign-related pairs replicates the 1 obtained in speaking with sound-related pairs (e.g., bed-bell), a finding cited in support of cascading of activation. In Experiments 2A and 2B we focused on sign iconicity, anticipating that cascading of activation would lead to a facilitatory effect of iconicity. Consistent with this prediction, picture distractors with iconic signs induced faster responses. Furthermore, in Experiment 3, facilitation was found for iconic signs in picture naming. Altogether, our results reveal that cascading of activation is a fundamental aspect of language processing that is at play not only in speaking, but also in signing. Our results also help to define which signs are activated in sign production.
The end result of a long and probably winding process of evolution was a brain capable of computing language through auditory recognition and speech articulation. Nevertheless, human brains exhibit the impressive ability to naturally implement sign languages that depend on vision for recognition and the hands for production. This remarkable plasticity raises the question of the extent to which brain mechanisms supporting spoken language may also underpin sign language, a question language scientists have only recently started to investigate. Here, we address this question from the perspective of language production, specifically examining whether widespread activation-a key feature in spoken word retrieval-extends to sign processing.
There is not a one-to-one correspondence between the concepts speakers want to communicate and the words in a language, because specific words may not exist for some meanings, or more than a single word can adequately express certain meanings. In consideration of this basic fact of language, all theories of spoken word production posit that multiple words are simultaneously activated when speakers attempt to produce a word (Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000) . For example, "my sister Suzanne," "my only sister," "Suzanne," "my sister," or "her" are all appropriate expressions and their words could be activated when talking about this sister. All theories further assume that the word receiving the strongest activation is selected, which normally corresponds to a word adequately expressing the intended meaning. The way in which the notion of multiple word activation has been specifically implemented depends on further assumptions theories make on word representations. In theories assuming that meaning interfaces directly with word phonology (Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997) , the phonology of multiple words must be activated. In theories positing lemmas-an intermediate level of representation between meaning and word phonology that encodes word grammatical features (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999 )-spreading of activation can be limited to lemmas or further reach word phonology. Here, the term full cascading is used to refer to activation spreading to the phonology of multiple words, while the term discrete cascading refers to the hypothesis that activation of multiple words stops at the lemma level, and beyond this point, only the phonology of the word selected for production is activated, at least in normal circumstances.
Various results have been cited in support of full cascading in spoken word production, including those obtained in psycholin-guistic studies (e.g., Morsella & Miozzo, 2002; Navarrete & Costa, 2005; Peterson & Savoy, 1998; Vitevitch, 2002) , in neuroimaging studies (Miozzo, Hauk, & Pulvermüller, 2015) , and from analyses of speech errors produced by normal speakers (Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006) as well as brain-damaged individuals with specific language impairments (Rapp & Goldrick, 2000) . Furthermore, results from bilinguals have shown that multiple words are simultaneously activated not only in the language in use, but also in the other language (Colomé & Miozzo, 2010; Costa, Caramazza, & Sebastián-Galles, 2000; Macizo, 2015) . Moreover, full cascading proved essential to successfully reproduce a variety of empirical results with computational models of spoken word production (e.g., Chen & Mirman, 2012; Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1992; Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, 2010) . While individual results cited in support of full cascading have not been spared criticism, they collectively form a large body of evidence strongly supporting cascading.
Although the specific coactivated words vary in each instance of speech word retrieval, it is possible to draw some generalizations. Some coactivated words are semantically related to the intended word-for example, brother, girl, or family for the target word sister. Their activation arises from activation spreading to related concepts within the semantic system that subsequently cascades to word phonology (Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986; Levelt et al., 1999) . Other coactivated words are phonologically related-for example, sinister or mister for the target word sister-as a result of activation spreading across words that are part of the same "phonological neighborhood" (Sadat, Martin, Costa, & Alario, 2014; Vitevitch, 2002) . Research on speaking has made clear that the composition of coactivated words is a major factor in determining lexical selection-both correct and erroneous (Gordon, 2002; Sadat et al., 2014; Ziegler, Muneaux, & Grainger, 2003) .
Were there cascading of activation in sign production, some of the coactivated signs would correspond to semantically similar signs. As it is very likely that signers and speakers have similar semantic representations of the concept sister, signs semantically related to the concept sister (e.g., BROTHER) would be activated when the sign SISTER is produced. However, the landscape of coactivated signs could vary relative to words, reflecting specific representational features of sign languages. A first difference could concern the phonological neighborhood. Coactivated signs would not share phonological features defined in terms of speech sound, but features related to the handshapes, positions, and movements of the hands. Linguistic research has provided detailed descriptions of the phonological features constituting the signs (Brentari, 1998; Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006 ) that can be used to identify the phonologically similar signs activated along with the target sign. This issue was tested in Experiment 1. Iconicity is a second feature of signs that could affect the landscape of coactivated signs, specifically their activation level. Iconic signs encode perceptual and motor features of the referents (Taub, 2001) . For example, in American, Swedish, Estonian, or Turkish sign languages. The sign KEY reproduces the hand-turning action associated with a key (http://www.spreadthesign.com/). In this respect, signs differ from words: Although the sounds of some words embody aspects of meaning, this is quite uncommon across spoken languages (Dingemanse, Blasi, Lupyan, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2015) and is not as prominent as in sign languages. As we describe in detail below, recent findings from picture naming have shown that iconic signs are produced faster than noniconic signs (Baus & Costa, 2015; Vinson, Thompson, Skinner, & Vigliocco, 2015) . Although accounts differ in their characterization of iconicity (Emmorey, 2014; Thompson, Vinson, & Vigliocco, 2009) , this facilitation can be explained by assuming that iconic signs receive additional activation from the perceptual and action-related features they encode. For example, the presentation of a picture of a key would activate the hand-turning movement associated with a key. As the action related to a key shares aspects of the iconic sign KEY, this sign can be produced faster than noniconic signs that receive no additional activation from perceptual and action-related features. While previous effects of iconicity (Baus & Costa, 2015; Vinson et al., 2015) were restricted to produced signs, the hypothesis of full cascading anticipates effects even with signs not produced but nevertheless activated. Specifically, stronger activation is expected under this hypothesis for iconic relative to noniconic signs, a prediction we tested in Experiments 2A, 2B, and 3.
In sum, the investigation of full cascading in signing relates to questions on language processing that are both general-is full cascading a universal feature of language?-and specific to sign language. In particular, by focusing on features like sign similarity and iconicity that are unique to signs, it is possible to determine which signs are coactivated and with what strength, in addition to highlight critical differences between sign and word production.
Experiment 1: Phonologically Related Signs
Are similar signs coactivated as a consequence of full cascading in sign production? To examine this question, we sought to replicate, with signs, the facilitation effect obtained in speaking with a picture-picture interference task, a result that has been interpreted as implying full cascading. Participants in this task are presented with pairs of overlapping pictures, and instructed to use a specific cue (e.g., color) to decide which picture to name or ignore. Although distractor pictures interfered with naming, Morsella and Miozzo (2002) found less interference-and therefore faster naming responses-when the two pictures had phonologically similar names (bed-bell) compared to unrelated names (bed-dog). The reduced interference Morsella and Miozzo found in English disappeared when the task was replicated in Italian, a language in which the picture names were unrelated. The latter result confirmed that the reduced interference found in English depended on the phonological similarities of the picture names, rather than on pictorial or semantic differences in the materials. Having been replicated in multiple studies (Kuipers & La Heij, 2009; Macizo & Herrera, 2014; Meyer & Damian, 2007; Navarrete & Costa, 2005 ; but see Jescheniak et al., 2009) , the reduced interference induced by phonologically similar picture distractors appears to be a robust finding. To explain the facilitation observed with phonologically related picture distractors, we can assume, in line with full cascading, that picture distractors activate their phonology. With phonologically similar pairs, the phonology of picture targets receives extra activation from the picture distractors, thus causing faster naming responses. In the picture-picture interference task carried out in Experiment 1, we aimed to determine if the signs corresponding to picture distractors were activated, a finding that would imply full cascading in sign production.
Linguistic analyses on sign articulation in natural languages have revealed three major phonological parameters that are probThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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ably universal (handshape, movement, and location); whether orientation is an additional parameter is a matter of debate because some consider it a component of handshape (e.g., Brentari, 1998; Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006) . These parameters vary crosslinguistically in frequency and typology and are combined according to language-specific and language-universal constraints, giving rise to the whole inventory of signs in a given language. Analyses of errors involving signs have shown that sign production is sensitive to similarity, defined in terms of shared parameters (Hohenberger, Happ, & Leuninger, 2002; Newkirk, Klima, Pedersen, & Bellugi, 1980; Pyers, Gollan, & Emmorey, 2009; Thompson, Emmorey, & Gollan, 2005 ). This conclusion is further supported by results showing that signing a picture name is influenced by the concurrent presentation of a sign sharing some of the phonological constituents (Baus, Gutiérrez-Sigut, Quer, & Carreiras, 2008; Corina & Hildebrandt, 2002; Corina & Knapp, 2006) . Deaf signers of Italian sign language (Lingua Italiana dei Segni; LIS) were presented in Experiment 1 with two overlapping colored pictures-one green, the other red-and instructed to name the green picture by producing its sign. As in prior studies on the phonology of signs (Baus et al., 2008; Corina & Hildebrandt, 2002; Myers, Lee, & Tsay, 2005) , phonologically related signs shared some parameters. Specifically, picture distractors had signs sharing at least two parameters with the signs of the phonologically related target picture. Pictures were rematched to create unrelated picture pairs that served as baseline, against which phonologically related pairs were compared. For example, the target picture tree was paired with the related distractor picture hat (the signs TREE and HAT are similar in handshape and orientation) and with the unrelated distractor picture bell.
Related and unrelated picture pairs were also presented to hearing Italian speakers who verbally named the picture targets. The reason for collecting verbal responses for these pairs was twofold. First, because different pictures were paired in related and unrelated conditions, it is necessary to control for pictorial and semantic differences between conditions. Second, all of our deaf participants were, with varying degrees of proficiency, bilingual speakers of (spoken) Italian. Although we avoided pairing pictures with names sounding similar in Italian, the replication controlled for the possible contribution of the (spoken) Italian names of pictures. The lack of an effect of sign similarity with spoken responses would ensure a proper balance of the stimuli used to test full cascading in sign language.
However, spoken responses represent adequate controls only if the (spoken) phonology of the distractor pictures proved to be activated. To ensure activation of (spoken) phonology, hearing Italian speakers were additionally tested with picture pairs with onset-related names. We sought to replicate the finding of faster naming latencies for picture pairs with onset-related names as compared to unrelated names that was reported in previous studies (Kuipers & La Heij, 2009; Meyer & Damian, 2007; Morsella & Miozzo, 2002; Navarrete & Costa, 2005) . This finding would prove that (spoken) phonology was activated with spoken responses.
At the end of the picture-picture interference task, participants named (either by signing or speaking) the names of picture distractors. The naming task was carried out as a control of name agreement, to ensure that pictures were spontaneously named using the expected signs (or spoken words).
Method
Participants. The 14 deaf participants (M age ϭ 17 years; range ϭ 14 -19; SD ϭ 1.4) were deaf from birth and had parents who were deaf signers. All participants were fluent in LIS-their first language-and were enrolled in a boarding school for deaf students where LIS is used for teaching and is the students' primary and preferred language. They all had some knowledge of spoken Italian, acquired especially for purposes of reading and writing. A study conducted with this population (Miozzo, Petrova, Fischer-Baum, & Peressotti, 2016 ) revealed a limited access to Italian word sounds. For example, the short-term memory recall of signs did not worsen with signs that had phonologically related Italian translations. This result would be expected if word sounds were accessed. Indeed, this result was found with hearing speakers. Furthermore, a study conducted with this deaf population on reading showed that access to meaning typically occurs in reading by first accessing the signs corresponding to the written words (Navarrete, Caccaro, Pavani, Mahon, & Peressotti, 2015) .
The 14 Italian speakers were university students (M age ϭ 20 years; range ϭ 19 -23; SD ϭ 1.6) who participated for course credits. They reported hearing within normal range and no knowledge of a sign language.
Each participant in Experiment 1 (but also in Experiments 2A, 2B, and 3) took part in only one experiment.
Materials. There were three distinct sets of target-distractor picture pairs: (a) pairs varying for parameter overlap shown to both deaf and hearing participants, (b) filler pairs shown only to deaf participants, and (c) pairs varying for phonological overlap shown only to hearing participants.
Pairs varying for parameter overlap. As in prior psycholinguistic studies (Baus et al., 2008; Corina & Knapp, 2006; Myers et al., 2005) , sign similarity was operationalized in terms of shared parameters examining all four parameters (handshape, movement, location, and orientation). For each of the 32 pictures assigned as targets, we selected a picture distractor whose sign shared at least two parameters with the sign of the picture target. For example, the picture distractor hat was selected for the picture target tree, as their signs are similar in handshape and orientation. We obtained 32 related pairs by matching these 32 picture distractors with their corresponding 32 picture targets. To create 32 unrelated pairs, each picture target was matched with another of the 32 picture distractors, with which it shared no parameters. Accordingly, each picture target and distractor was presented twice, in a related and unrelated pair, respectively (The list of picture pairs and shared parameters is presented in Appendix A; see online Supplemental Materials for characteristics of the signs). The pictures in each pair were neither semantically related, nor had similar sounding names in spoken Italian. Target and distractor pictures were matched for iconicity ratings (t Ͻ 1) obtained from 10 Italian hearing speakers without knowledge of a sign language. Raters saw a videoed sign and then its corresponding object, and were asked to indicate to what extent the sign reproduced "visual characteristics of the object or aspects of actions associated with the object," using a 7-point scale (1 ϭ completely different; 7 ϭ very similar).
Filler pairs. Sixteen picture targets and 16 picture distractors were selected to create 32 filler pairs. Specifically, each of these picture targets was paired with two picture fillers. Pictures forming filler pairs were not similar in meaning or sign. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Pairs varying for phonological overlap. As explained above, sound related and unrelated picture pairs were shown to hearing Italian speakers to control that picture distractors activated (spoken) phonology. Thirty-two picture targets and 32 picture distractors were selected to create this set of picture pairs with names varying for phonological overlap. Each picture target from this set was paired with two picture distractors, creating a total of 64 pairs. Half of these picture pairs were sound related, as their names shared at least the first two phonemes (mean number of identical onset phonemes ϭ 2.5); for the other half of these picture pairs (sound-unrelated), picture names were phonologically different in Italian (see list in Appendix B).
To summarize, a total of 96 picture pairs were presented to deaf participants (64 pairs varying for parameter overlap ϩ 32 fillers), and a total of 132 picture pairs to hearing Italian speakers (64 pairs varying for parameter overlap ϩ 64 pairs varying for phonological overlap).
The pictures used in Experiment 1 (but also Experiments 2A, 2B, and 3) were line drawings from different databases (Alario & Ferrand, 1999; Bonin, Peereman, Malardier, Méot, & Chalard, 2003; Dell'Acqua, Lotto, & Job, 2000) . Lines were colored green (targets) or red (distractors). One picture was superimposed on top of another. Picture pairs were divided into two blocks of equal number of trials. Each block started with four warm-up pairs that, along with fillers, were excluded from analyses. Picture pairs were presented in a pseudorandom order that prevented related pairs from appearing in consecutive trials, or pictures to be represented before at least two intervening trials.
Procedure. Familiarization, stimuli presentation, and response recording varied slightly between the deaf signers who named the pictures in LIS and the hearing participants who named the pictures in Italian. Signers started the experiment by viewing each picture target along with its videoed sign produced by a signer whose first language was LIS. They were instructed to use these signs to identify the green pictures as fast and accurately as possible, while ignoring the overlapping red pictures. The task was practiced by naming two pairs six times. At the beginning of a naming trial, the instruction "Press z ϩ m" was shown on the center of the screen. Soon after the two keys were pressed with the index fingers, a picture pair appeared on the central region of the screen previously covered by the instructions. Pictures remained on view until one of the two keys was released from the keyboard. The intertrial interval was set at 1.5 s and started when the second key was released from the keyboard. Naming latencies corresponded to the time interval between picture appearance and the release of the first key. Once the signing of the green pictures was completed, participants signed the picture distractors as part of the control for name agreement. No time limits were imposed on the responses collected for name agreement with picture distractors. Stimulus presentation and response times were controlled by E-Prime 2 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Sharpsburg, PA). All of the signs were video recorded.
Speakers began the experiment viewing each picture target with its name written beneath, and were instructed to use these names for their spoken responses. Instructions emphasized response speed and accuracy. The stimuli used for practicing the naming task were those presented to signers. Each experimental trial started with a fixation point (ϩ), presented on the center of the screen for 750 ms and immediately followed by a blank interval that varied randomly in duration (200, 400, 600, or 800 ms). Next, picture pairs appeared until the spoken response began, or for a maximum of 2.5 s. The screen remained blank during the intertrial interval for 1.5 s from picture disappearance. Finally, a question mark appeared, and participants started a new trial by pressing the spacebar. Naming latencies were measured from picture onset to the beginning of spoken responses. To determine name agreement, participants also named the picture distractors using the procedure described above for signers, except this time responses were spoken. Stimulus presentation and response recording were controlled by DMDX software (Forster & Forster, 2003) . Naming latencies and accuracy were determined off-line using the CheckVocal software (Protopapas, 2007) .
Response analyses. The same procedure was used for scoring signed and spoken responses. Responses treated as errors were excluded from reaction time (RT) analyses. These included (a) incorrect signs/names; (b) responses produced with disfluencies, repairs, or hesitations; or (c) extremely fast (Ͻ200 ms) or long (Ͼ2.5 s) responses. Errors were typically low (1-2%) in the picture-picture interference task, which prevents reliable error analyses. Signed and spoken responses to sign related and unrelated pairs were entered in 2 ϫ 2 analyses of variance, modeling the within-subject variable distractor (phonologically related vs. unrelated), the between-subjects variable group (signers vs. speakers), and their interaction. Because we were specifically interested in the Distractor ϫ Group Interaction, only this result is reported below, along with the outcome of post hoc analyses carried out to explore the interaction.
Results
As expected, error rates were extremely low in the picturepicture interference task, averaging ϳ1% with both signed and spoken responses. For naming latencies, the Distractor ϫ Group Interaction was significant, F 1 (1, 26) ϭ 4.7, p ϭ .03, p 2 ϭ .15; F 2 (1, 31) ϭ 5.9 p ϭ .02, p 2 ϭ .16. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the interaction arose because signed responses were 31 ms faster with sign related compared to unrelated picture distractors, M (SD): 833 (149) versus 864 (153) ms; t 1 (13) ϭ 3.46, p Ͻ .005; t 2 (31) ϭ 2.14, p Ͻ .04, whereas speakers' responses had identical mean latencies (776 ms; ts Ͻ 1). Furthermore, spoken responses were 35 ms faster with sound-related than unrelated picture pairs, M (SD): 764 (72) versus 799 (87); t 1 (13) ϭ 3.34, p Ͻ .006; t 2 (31) ϭ 2.55, p Ͻ .01, replicating previous findings (Kuipers & La Heij, 2009; Meyer & Damian, 2007; Morsella & Miozzo, 2002; Navarrete & Costa, 2005) . Agreement was overall high with the signs (M ϭ 89%; range ϭ 50 -100%) and the spoken names (M ϭ 91%, range ϭ 43-100%) that participants used to identify the picture distractors. Further analyses were conducted on the signed and spoken responses of the interference task excluding the distractors for which participants did not produce the expected signs or words. The magnitude of the relatedness effect was equal to 36 ms with signed responses, t 1 (13) ϭ 4.18, p Ͻ .001; t 2 (31) ϭ 2.17, p Ͻ .04, and to 39 ms with spoken responses, t 1 (13) ϭ 3.57, p Ͻ .004; t 2 (31) ϭ 2.81, p Ͻ .01.
The sign-similarity effect found with signers provides a first indication of full cascading in sign production. The lack of sign effects with speakers is unsurprising, given that these participants are not familiar with signs; nevertheless, it is important for showThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ing that materials used to test effects of sign relatedness were accurately balanced. Furthermore, the effect of sound-similarity found with spoken responses demonstrates that picture distractors activated (spoken) phonology. The latter result reveals that distractors were similarly processed by signers and speakers, because with both groups of participants we found evidence of phonological activation (either of words or signs).
Experiment 2: Effects of Iconicity
The evidence of cascading obtained in Experiment 1 has implications for defining the extent to which distractor signs are activated in production. We examined the role of iconicity, testing the prediction stemming from the hypothesis of full cascading that picture distractors would interfere proportionally to the iconicity of their corresponding signs. This prediction was motivated in part by results showing that iconic signs are produced faster than noniconic signs in picture naming. The advantage for iconic signs was found in two studies: one conducted with deaf signers (Vinson et al., 2015) , the other with proficient bimodal bilinguals (hearing speakers who acquired sign language as a second language; Baus & Costa, 2015) . As mentioned in the introduction, this advantage is explained by proposing activation flowing to sign representations from representations of perceptual and action features that are accessed in naming. In this way, iconic signs would receive additional activation that could facilitate their retrieval. Under the hypothesis of full cascading, additional activation would also reach iconic signs that are coactivated, a prediction we tested in two experiments (2A and 2B) using the picture-picture interference task.
The advantage Vinson et al. (2015) found with iconic signs was determined by comparing responses to pictures corresponding to iconic versus noniconic signs. Although different pictures were used, Vinson et al. did not control for variables other than iconicity, which could have affected visual and semantic processing. These uncontrolled variables-other than iconicity-could have determined the differences observed in signed picture naming.
1 A control of these variables is typically undertaken by replicating the task with hearing speakers lacking knowledge of sign language. This type of control was carried out by Baus and Costa (2015) , who tested proficient bimodal bilinguals using a picture naming task. As expected, iconicity effects were found in signed but not spoken naming. Although the findings from Baus and Costa (2015) suggest that advantages for iconic signs in production are genuine, we should be cautious in extending effects of iconicity observed with bimodal bilinguals to deaf signers. Previous results have in fact showed stronger effects of some variables (e.g., frequency; Emmorey, Petrich, & Gollan, 2012) with bimodal bilinguals. Furthermore, bimodal bilinguals appeared to be quite sensitive to iconicity while acquiring sign language (Baus, Carreiras, & Emmorey, 2013; Campbell, Martin, & White, 1992; Lieberth & Gamble, 1991; Ortega & Morgan, 2014; Poizner, Bellugi, & Tweney, 1981) . These considerations led us to attempt to replicate the advantage for iconic signs in the picture-naming task we carried out in Experiment 3. We reasoned that confirming iconicity effects with produced signs would make iconicity effects associated with nonselected signs more convincing.
Experiment 2A: Iconic Picture Distractors
The picture-picture interference task is an example of a task involving distractor stimuli, of which word-picture interference tasks, such as the Stroop task, have been the most widely used. In the Stroop task and its variants, words function as distractors interfering with the primary naming task (of colors or pictures). Differing exclusively for the type of distractors (pictures vs. words), several aspects of processes should be common with the picture-picture interference tasks and the picture-word interference tasks. Word distractors reaching high activation levels have generally been found to produce less interference. An example is represented by the effect of word distractor frequency. Compared to low-frequency words, high-frequency words should be more activated, as demonstrated by the their faster and more accurate naming responses (Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Navarrete, Basagni, Alario, & Costa, 2006; Wingfield, 1968) . However, high-frequency word distractors were found to interfere less (Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2010; Hutson, Damian, & Spalek, 2013; Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003 , 2005 Navarrete, Sessa, Peressotti, & 1 We conducted this type of control analyzing 70 of the 92 pictures tested by Vinson et al. (2015) for which spoken naming latencies are available in Szekely et al. (2004) . We used the iconicity ratings available from Vinson et al. (2015) to create two groups of 30 pictures, one composed of pictures with iconic signs (iconicity ratings Ͼ5.3), the other of pictures with noniconic signs (iconicity ratings Ͻ5.2). Pictures with iconic signs were named faster than those with noniconic signs (881 vs. 950), t(68) ϭ 1.6, p ϭ .05, one-tailed. Although naming latencies are available from only a sample of the pictures tested by Vinson et al. (2015) and probably not from the identical stimuli they administered, these results underscore the importance of a proper control for the pictorial stimuli. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Dell 'Acqua, 2015; Scaltritti, Navarrete, & Peressotti, 2015; Starreveld, La Heij, & Verdonschot, 2013) . The reduced interference found for high-frequency distractors has been explained by the assumption that a greater activation of the (spoken) phonology of the distractor leads to a faster exclusion of the distractor responses and, consequently, a faster response of the target word (de Zubicaray, Miozzo, Johnson, Schiller, & McMahon, 2012; Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006; Mahon, Costa, Peterson, Vargas, & Caramazza, 2007; Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003 ; but for alternative accounts, see Roelofs, Piai, & Schriefers, 2011; Starreveld et al., 2013) . If interference is similarly inversely related to activation in the picture-picture interference task, iconicity is expected to induce less interference within the framework of full cascading. In fact, if iconic signs are more activated than noniconic signs, then they should interfere less than noniconic signs. In other words, signed picture naming should be faster when picture distractors correspond to iconic signs. This prediction was tested in Experiment 2A using 24 distractors and presenting them multiple times. A larger set of distractors was tested in Experiment 2B to generalize the results of Experiment 2A.
Method.
Participants. Three groups of LIS signers from the Padua, Italy, area participated in Experiment 2A. The first group included 14 deaf signers (M age ϭ 27 years; range ϭ 16 -52; SD ϭ 13) who took part in the picture-picture interference task. Eleven of them were deaf from birth and had deaf signer parents; LIS was their first language, acquired before age 4 years. Two participants became deaf at Year 2 and acquired LIS at Year 6; one participant became deaf at Year 6 and learned LIS at Year 10. All of the participants in the picture-picture interference task were fluent in LIS, which is their preferred and primary language. Signers in the other two groups participated as raters (see below). Raters of sign frequency and age of acquisition were eight deaf signers from birth, whose first language was LIS (M age ϭ 46; range ϭ 27-78; SD ϭ 19). Raters of iconicity were 10 fluent bimodal (Italian-LIS) bilinguals (M experience ϭ 4.8 years; range ϭ 3-12; SD ϭ 1.2); two acquired LIS at home, and eight had at least 3 years of LIS training.
The two groups of hearing Italian speakers who participated in Experiment 2A had the same characteristics described for the participants of Experiment 1. The first group was tested in the picture-picture interference task and included 14 hearing Italian speakers (M age ϭ 27 years; range ϭ 23-33; SD ϭ 3). The second group was formed by 15 hearing Italian speakers with no knowledge of sign language who rated signs for iconicity. Each participant in Experiment 2A took part in only one task.
Materials and procedure. Iconicity ratings were obtained with a 7-point scale using the same procedure of Experiment 1. Hearing Italian speakers rated 100 LIS signs corresponding to objects suitable for picture naming, from which we selected 12 signs with mean ratings Ͼ4 and 12 signs with mean ratings Ͻ3 to form the sets of iconic and noniconic signs, respectively. Iconic signs received higher iconicity ratings than noniconic signs, p(22) ϭ 24.11, p Ͻ .001). The additional ratings we obtained from LIS signers were also higher for the iconic signs, p(22) ϭ 22.22, p Ͻ .001; see summary in Table 1 ). Iconic and noniconic signs were controlled for age of acquisition and frequency. The reason for this control was twofold. First, prior findings showed that these variables modulate distractor interference (e.g., Catling, Dent, Johnston, & Balding, 2010; Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003) . Second, because iconic signs may be learned earlier (Thompson, Vinson, Woll, & Vigliocco, 2012; Vinson, Cormier, Denmark, Schembri, & Vigliocco, 2008) and iconicity is correlated with frequency (Vinson et al., 2008) , age of acquisition and frequency represent potential confounds we need to control. We used the procedure of Vinson et al. (2008) and a 9-point scale for rating age of acquisition, and the procedure of Balota, Pilotti, and Cortese (2001) and a 7-point scale for rating frequency (see summary in Table 1 ). Iconic and noniconic signs were similarly rated for age of acquisition, t(22) ϭ 1.1, p ϭ .26, and frequency (t Ͻ 1). Frequency was also controlled for the Italian picture names using the Corpus e Lessico di Frequenza dell'Italiano Scritto written corpus (Bertinetto et al., 1995) , as we assumed comparable frequency distributions for signs and written words. As expected, word frequencies correlated strongly with sign frequencies (r ϭ .41, p Ͻ .05), but did not differ between iconic and noniconic signs (t Ͻ 1; see Table 1 ). Targets had iconicity ratings with M ϭ 4.2 and SD ϭ 1.2.
A picture was chosen for each of the signs selected as distractors. Experiment 2A also comprised 24 picture targets. Each picture target was paired with four picture distractors (two had iconic signs; the other two had noniconic signs). Paired target-distractor pictures were semantically unrelated and had spoken names that were unrelated in Italian (see list in Appendix C). Given the sign similarity effects observed in Experiment 1, we further controlled whether the signs of paired pictures had common parameters. None of the pairs had two or more shared parameters (the same criterion used to define sign similarity in Experiment 1). Pairs only shared a maximum of one param- 
LIS signs
Iconicity ratings/raters Signers 6.2 (5.1-6.9; .6) 2.9 (1.7-4.4; .9) 6.1 (4.8-6.9; .5) 3.2 (1.7-5.6; .9) Nonsigners 6.2 (5.3-6.7; .6) 1.7 (1.3-2.1; .3) 5.9 (4.1-6.9; .7) 1.7 (1.1-2.6; .3) Age of acquisition ratings 6.4 (4-13; 2.8) 5.4 (4-8; 1.5) 6.7 (4-13; 2.4) 6.7 (4-10; 1.9) Frequency ratings 4.7 (2.5-6.6; 1.5) 4.8 (3.6-6.3; 1.0) 4.1 (1.9-6.6; 1.4) 4.1 (2. Hutson et al., 2013; Mahon et al., 2007; Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003 , 2005 Scaltritti et al., 2015; Starreveld et al., 2013) . Consistent with the results of Experiment 2A, iconic signs were expected to be more activated, and, therefore, to interfere less. A replication of the effect of distractor iconicity was undertaken in Experiment 2B using a larger set of picture distractors.
Experiment 2B: Iconic Picture Distractors
Method. Participants. The 14 deaf participants in Experiment 2B were fluent LIS signers from the Padua area (M age ϭ 29 years; range ϭ 17-56; SD ϭ 15) who use LIS as their preferred and primary language. Twelve of them were deaf from birth, had deaf parents who were signers, and acquired LIS acquisition as first language. Two participants became deaf at the age of 2 and learned LIS was at the age of 6. The 14 hearing Italian speakers (M age ϭ 20 years; range ϭ 19 -23; SD ϭ 1.2) had the same characteristics of the participants in Experiment 1 and 2A.
Materials and procedure. In Experiment 2B, we used 35 picture distractors with iconic signs, and 35 picture distractors with noniconic signs. Each group of picture distractors comprised the 12 picture distractors of Experiment 2A, in addition to 23 new picture distractors selected using the same iconicity ratings and procedure described in Experiment 2A. Iconic signs received higher iconicity ratings than noniconic signs, both with signers, t(68) ϭ 15.3, p Ͻ .001, and nonsigners, t(68) ϭ 31.15, p Ͻ .001. However, iconic and noniconic signs were well matched for age of acquisition and frequency (ts Ͻ 1), and the Italian names of the pictures corresponding to these two types of signs had comparable frequencies (t Ͻ 1). Word frequencies correlated strongly with sign frequencies (r ϭ .42, p Ͻ .001). A summary of the measures concerning iconicity, age of acquisition, and frequency is presented in Table 1 .
There were 35 picture targets, each paired with two picture distractors whose signs varied for iconicity (iconic vs. noniconic; see list in Appendix D). Paired pictures were semantically unrelated and had spoken names that were unrelated in Italian. As in Experiment 2A, the signs of paired pictures shared a maximum of one parameter (13 times with iconic signs, 12 times with noniconic signs). The mean of targets' iconicity ratings was equal to 4.6, their standard deviation to .9. Each target-distractor pair was presented three times. Participants were thus presented with 210 picture pairs (35 targets ϫ two distractors ϫ three repetitions). The procedure was the same as in the picture-picture interference task of Experiment 1. For name agreement, we used the naming responses to picture distractors obtained, in Experiment 3, from the same participants of Experiment 2B.
Results. Low error rates were found with signed and spoken responses (2%). Analyses conducted on signed and spoken response latencies revealed a significant Group ϫ Iconicity Interaction, F 1 (1, 26) ϭ 4.39, p ϭ .04, p 2 ϭ .14; F 2 (1, 34) ϭ 3.5, p ϭ .06, p 2 ϭ .09. As shown in Figure 2 , the interaction reflected contrasting effects of iconicity between signed and spoken responses. Signs were produced significantly faster (13 ms) when the picture distractors had iconic signs, M (SD): 806 (184) This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
46 -100%) and spoken responses (M ϭ 96%, range ϭ 36 -100%) and comparable to those of Experiments 1 and 2A. Once we excluded the responses in the picture-picture interference task for which an unexpected sign was produced for naming, the effect of iconicity was equal to 15 ms, t 1 (13) ϭ 3.05, p Ͻ .01; t 2 (34) ϭ 2.82, p Ͻ .01. Using a larger set of stimuli, we replicated the iconicity effect found in Experiment 2A. Together, the results of Experiments 2A and 2B strengthened the hypothesis of full cascading, which anticipated the iconicity effects found with picture distractors.
Next, we examined whether iconicity also affected the naming of the pictures shown as targets. Whether iconicity affects naming with deaf signers was left unsettled in prior studies; nevertheless, it is important to establish it, as the hypothesis of full cascading implies that iconicity would affect not only distractor interference, but also sign production.
Experiment 3: Signed Picture Naming

Method
Participants. The same participants of Experiment 2B participated in Experiment 3. They completed the distractor picture naming task soon after they completed the picture-picture interference task of Experiment 2B.
Materials and procedure. The pictures used as distractors in Experiment 2B were presented in Experiment 3, one at the time, for signed or spoken naming. Participants were instructed to name the pictures as fast and accurately as possible. The procedure for stimuli presentation, response recording, scoring, and analyses were as in Experiment 1. Data from one signing participant were lost due to technical problems.
Results
Mean naming latencies and error rates by condition are reported in Table 2 . Naming latencies revealed a significant Group ϫ Iconicity Interaction, F 1 (1, 25) ϭ 46.69, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .65; F 2 (1, 68) ϭ 29.81, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .18. As confirmed by post hoc analyses, the interaction arose because signed responses were sizably faster (164 ms) for iconic than noniconic signs, t 1 (12) ϭ 7.05, p Ͻ .001; t 2 (68) ϭ 4.71, p Ͻ .001, contrasting with spoken responses that differed by just 1 ms (ts Ͻ 1).
Mean naming errors were overall low, both with signed responses (5%) and spoken responses (3%). Error analyses only revealed a main effect of iconicity, F 1 (1, 25) ϭ 30.29, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .54; F 2 (1, 68) ϭ 2.95, p ϭ .09, p 2 ϭ .04, explained by the greater error incidence with picture distractors associated with noniconic signs. While the lack of a significant Group ϫ Iconicity Interaction, F 1 (1, 25) ϭ 2.21, p Ͼ .15, p 2 ϭ .08; F 2 (1, 68) Ͻ 1, further revealed comparable error rates in signed and spoken naming, it also ruled out that errors were specifically affected by sign iconicity. As sign iconicity would differently affect signed and spoken responses, only a significant interaction would reveal specific effects of sign iconicity. Instead, the lack of interaction points to other variables that-unlike sign iconicity-would comparably affect signed and spoken naming.
Like in Vinson et al. (2015) , iconic signs were produced faster in Experiment 3. However, unlike in Vinson et al. (2015) , we can rule out that the advantage observed with iconic signs in Experiment 3 related to other aspects of the materials, a conclusion implied by the absence of iconicity effects with spoken naming responses. Importantly, the findings of Experiments 3 confirmed that iconicity affects the activation of signs selected for production, as expected on the basis of the findings of Experiments 2A and 2B, which showed that iconicity affected even the activation of nonproduced signs. Altogether, the findings of Experiments 2 and 3 showed that iconic signs are more strongly activated than noniconic signs, thus facilitating sign selection or the exclusion of nontarget signs.
General Discussion
In distinct experiments we tested three predictions stemming from the hypothesis of cascading of activation in sign production that concerned effects related to sign similarity (Experiment 1) and sign iconicity (Experiments 2A, 2B, and 3). The results from these experiments consistently aligned with these predictions, and altogether converged in showing that cascading of activation is a key mechanism in sign production. Our results also help to characterize which signs are activated during sign production and, in this respect, offer a glimpse into the landscape of activated signs. Specifically, we demonstrated that phonological similarity and sign iconicity contribute to determining which signs are coactivated and to what degree. Because phonological similarity and sign iconicity are distinct features of signs, our results reveal a landscape that is unique to sign language and, in many respects, different from spoken language. In other words, although cascading of activation is a mechanism common to spoken and sign languages, its effects might partially differ in each type of language. Below, we discuss further consequences of cascading of activation for sign processing.
The Effects of Cascading on Sign Activation
A key result of full spreading of activation from semantics to phonology is that phonology is activated for signs whose semantics is sufficiently activated. In this scenario, the phonology of multiple signs is activated, which complicates the selection of the intended sign and raises the question of what mechanisms would ensure the production of the correct sign in this seemingly chaotic environment. This question was investigated in speaking, where a variety of mechanisms have been proposed, including an absolute threshold-a kind of "winner-take-all" mechanism, in which the first word reaching a critical activation level is selected (e.g., Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1992 )-or a relative-threshold mechanism, in which activation has to reach a critical difference (e.g., Levelt et This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
al., 1999). It is possible that the same mechanisms are at play not only in speaking but also in sign production. Selection is artificially complicated in the picture-picture interference paradigm we used in our experiments. The simultaneous presentation of two pictures, of which only one has to be named based on a strict color-criterion, makes selection particularly difficult. An exclusion mechanism was proposed to explain how selection occurs in conditions so challenging (e.g., Janssen, Schirm, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2008; Mahon et al., 2007; Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003) . Under this account, originally proposed for the spoken variant of the interference task, the distractor is examined and discarded before proceeding with target selection. In part because of the activation of phonology through cascading, the exclusion concerns a representation of the distractor that encodes word phonology. In addition, this account assumes that the faster the distractor's phonology is activated, the faster the distractor exclusion is likely to occur. This latter assumption proved critical in testing this account (Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2010 Finocchiaro & Navarrete, 2013; Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003) , as it predicts faster exclusion, and therefore less interference, when the distractor's phonology is activated rather quickly. This prediction was also put to the test in the picture-picture interference test we conducted with signed responses varying in iconicity. We predicted-and found-less interference with distractors associated with iconic signs for which we expected faster activation. When interpreted under the framework of the exclusion account, this finding provides further evidence in support of cascading of activation in sign production. Furthermore, by confirming that weaker interference is induced by signs that are probably activated more quickly, our results suggest that the same mechanisms ensure the successful selection of signs and words in demanding circumstances.
Selecting the correct sign is also particularly difficult when the overlapping pictures have similar signs and depends critically on distractor exclusion. Sign similarity, however, should facilitate the exclusion of the distractor as well as the selection of the target, resulting in the faster responses we found in Experiment 1 for picture pairs having similar signs. To the extent that phonologically similar signs are coactivated, the signs corresponding to the distractor picture receive extra activation from the signs related to the target picture; vice versa, additional activation arrives to the sign of the target picture from the sign of the distractor picture. The higher activation of the distractor sign expedites its exclusion, whereas the higher activation of the target sign facilitates its selection. Naturally, this account works if the exclusion mechanisms are not inhibitory in nature, and, therefore, phonological information shared by the distractor and the target is not subjected to inhibition. Exclusion mechanisms, however, do not have to be inhibitory, and previous accounts never committed to mechanisms of this nature. Irrespective of whether the exclusion account can provide a reasonable explanation of the mechanisms underlying selection in conditions of interference, the parallel effects observed with signed and spoken responses represent key findings showing that similar mechanisms underlie the production of signs and spoken words.
The Phonological Neighborhood of Signs
Evidence on the composition of the phonological neighborhood in sign production has been obtained in prior studies using the picture-sign interference task. This task requires signing a picture that simultaneously appears with a sign that functions as a distractor. It was varied whether target and distractor signs share one or more parameters, a phonological manipulation that led to discrepant results across studies. A main source of variance relates to the kind of parameters shared. Baus et al. (2008) found facilitation with pairs sharing handshape or movement, but found inhibition when the common feature was location, a pattern of results that was not replicated by Corina and Knapp (2006) , who instead reported no significant effects when signs only shared a single parameter. In contrast, facilitatory effects emerged when target and distractor signs shared multiple parameters (e.g., location and movement; Baus, Gutiérrez, & Carreiras, 2015; Corina & Knapp, 2006) . It is difficult to understand why this variance arose and, more generally, what implications these results could have for sign production processing, in part because each type of parameter becomes available at different points in time when signs appear as distractors in the picture-sign interference task. Research on sign recognition (Emmorey & Corina, 1990) has in fact shown that location is recognized earlier than handshape. Furthermore, results linking recognition time with type of interference (facilitation vs. inhibition) emerged in computational modeling of sign production (Caselli & Cohen-Goldberg, 2014) . Those aspects of the picturesign interference task that are potentially problematic for drawing conclusions on sign production processing are not a concern in the picture-picture interference paradigm we used. In this respect, the facilitation we found for pictures sharing multiple parameters provides an important replication of prior findings in the picturesign interference task and has clear implications for sign production processing.
Research in speaking has shown that the words likely to be coactivated include those from the same phonological neighborhood, therefore fog, log, dig, and doll are among the words activated while saying "dog." The same holds for signs, as indicated by the effects of sign similarity we observed with the picture-picture interference task (Experiment 1). Spreading of activation within a phonological neighborhood is typically explained assuming that items in a neighborhood share sublexical features (Gordon, 2002; Sadat et al., 2014; Vitevitch, 2002) . In a neighborhood formed by spoken words, these features might correspond to phonemes or syllables. By analogy, we reasoned that signs in a neighborhood share phonological parameters like handshape, position, and movement. The effects we found varying similarity of signs, defined in terms of shared parameters, provide clear evidence that these parameters underlie the neighborhoods formed by signs. Our results complement prior findings with sign errors (Hohenberger et al., 2002; Newkirk et al., 1980; Pyers et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2005) , and thus reinforce the conclusion that sign parameters constitute crucial components of the phonological representations of signs. Unfortunately, all of these results fall short of revealing the exact format in which these parameters are represented, which is also critical for characterizing cascading of activation. One fundamental dimension along which representations might vary is one that has purely linguistic representations and purely motor representations at its ends. Within purely linguistic representations, parameters would be specified in an "abstract" form that lacks details concerning the motor implementation of signs (e.g., velocity). On the other hand, motor representations would only encode such motor details. As sign production necessarily culThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
minates in the specification of this latter type of representations, the question boils down to whether there are abstract representations and the degree of abstractness with which linguistic features are encoded here. Parallel questions relate to cascading: Does activation spread to motor representations? If there are abstract representations, would activation cascade only to these representations or would it spread further down? To answer these questions on the cascading of activation with signs, it is perhaps useful to turn again to speaking, given the many similarities between activation with signs and spoken words that have emerged from our experiments. Results on speaking indicate that activation of nonselected words reaches representations related to the planning and implementation of articulatory gestures that encode motor aspects of speech-sound production (Baese-Berk & Goldrick, 2009; Buchwald & Miozzo, 2011; Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006) . Sign production could resemble speaking also in this respect, and, therefore, activation could spread to representations encoding motor aspects of signs.
Iconicity
The pervasiveness of iconicity unique to sign languages led researchers to investigate the effects of iconicity on sign processing. Studies have focused primarily on sign comprehension, with mixed results. Iconicity effects were tested in the picture-sign matching task varying whether pictures showed features iconically represented in the sign (Thompson et al., 2009; Vinson et al., 2015) . For example, the sign for banana, which in American Sign Language is iconic for resembling the action of peeling, was paired with a picture in which banana appeared either peeled or unpeeled. Responses were faster when the iconic features of the sign were salient in the pictures, a finding suggesting that iconicity may facilitate sign recognition. Unfortunately, the interpretation of these findings is not straightforward (Emmorey, 2014; Vinson et al., 2015) , as this facilitation could arguably reflect participants' strategic approach to the task. Participants could have in fact recognized that the same features were salient in some of the picture-sign pairs and used this information to guess what signs would have followed the pictures. Concerns regarding a strategic approach were in part mitigated by the finding that iconicity effects persisted in conditions that would make this approach less likely (Vinson et al., 2015) . However, the effect of iconicity varied across tasks. Although iconicity led to facilitation when the task involved deciding whether the signs corresponded to the preceding picture (Thompson et al., 2009; Vinson et al., 2015) , iconicity slowed responses when it was decided whether signs were produced with straight or curved fingers (Thompson, Vinson, & Vigliocco, 2010) . Moreover, no effects of iconicity were found in a lexical-decision task where participants recognized if a given form corresponded to an existing sign (Bosworth & Emmorey, 2010) . In sum, while there are some indications that iconicity could affect sign recognition, it remains unclear in what conditions such effects could appear.
Although the investigation of iconicity in sign production is more limited in scope compared to sign comprehension, effects of iconicity were found in our experiments in the picture-picture interference task and in naming, as well as in Vinson et al. (2015) in naming. The cross-task consistency emerged in sign production is especially significant, not only because it suggests iconicity effects that are particularly robust, but also because it reveals pervasive effects involving signs selected for production as well as signs that, during production, are simply activated. Importantly, our results also help to clarify the relationship between iconicity and the age of acquisition and frequency of signs. Corpus data have shown that iconicity correlates significantly with both of these variables, therefore more iconic signs tend to be acquired earlier and to occur more frequently (Thompson et al., 2012; Vinson et al., 2008) . Age of acquisition and frequency were both controlled in the picture-picture interference and naming tasks conducted in our study. To the extent that these controls rule out a confounding of iconicity with these variables, they further suggest that effects of iconicity are not reducible to effects of age of acquisition and/or frequency. This does not exclude, for example, that iconicity and frequency jointly determine which signs are acquired earlier; it would rather imply that iconicity affects processing above and beyond these two other variables.
Apparently contrasting with effects of iconicity found in picture-picture interference and naming tasks are findings from tip-of-the-tongues (Thompson et al., 2005) and the acquired anomic deficit observed in a signer (Marshall, Atkinson, Smulovitch, Thacker, & Woll, 2004) . Both of these language failures occurred with similar frequencies while retrieving iconic and noniconic signs. To the extent that the iconicity effects in naming suggest relatively high activation levels for iconic signs, we would have anticipated fewer naming failures for iconic signs. The lack of an effect of iconicity in tip-of-the-tongues and anomia demands further investigation.
Iconicity can affect sign production in multiple ways. Under one account (e.g., Baus & Costa, 2015; Vinson et al., 2015) , iconic signs benefit from strong links between semantics and phonology, which would in turn facilitate the production of iconic signs. However, the effects of iconicity could be more limited and restricted to semantics. The features made explicitly salient by iconic signs could be encoded more strongly at the semantic level, which ultimately would facilitate the retrieval of semantic information associated with iconic signs. Although under this account iconicity would mainly contribute to shape semantic representations, iconicity would still affect sign production by making semantic retrieval in sign production faster for iconic signs. A parallel issue concerns the extent of the effect of iconicity in sign production, specifically whether its effect would go, through cascading, beyond phonological processing, thus reaching more peripheral mechanisms, motor in nature, that control hand movement.
The advantages observed with the production of iconic signs, together with advantages found in the acquisition of iconic signs (Baus et al., 2013; Campbell et al., 1992; Lieberth & Gamble, 1991; Ortega & Morgan, 2014; Poizner et al., 1981) might have contributed to the large incidence of iconic signs in sign languages. For example, it has been estimated that iconic signs account for about one third of the signs in Swiss-German sign language (Boyes-Braem, 1986) , and about half of the signs in Indo-Pakistani (Zeshan, 2000) . An incidence of this size probably reflects a general preference of human languages for lexical forms embodying perceptual or action-related characteristics of the concepts they represent. There are more opportunities for this preference to arise in sign than spoken languages (Dingemanse et al., 2015) , a difference reflecting the possibility of embodying conceptual features in each type of languages (Perniss, Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2010; Taub, 2001) . It is in fact conceivable to have features of the concept key reproduced in the sign KEY (e.g., related to the use of a key), less so in the spoken word key. However, even in a sign language, conceptual features can only be expressed in ways conThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
forming to the phonology of that language (Emmorey, 2014) . Thus, the sign KEY can be iconic only if, for example, the action of using a key can be expressed with parameters related to the hand shape, position, and movement included in the phonology of the sign language. Iconic signs are further subjected to grammatical and morphological constraints (Aronoff, Meir, & Sandler, 2005) . Like any other sign, iconic ones must combine with elements of signs encoding grammatical features (e.g., agreement) or morphological features (e.g., number). Grammatical and morphological constraints drive signs to acquire forms that can optimally integrate with other aspects of the language. In this way, iconic signs would be linguistically equivalent to noniconic signs. However, the linguistic nature of iconic signs would make them functionally different from gestures (McNeill, 1992) . Although some iconic signs resemble gestures-for example, the sign KEY in American Sign Language and the conventional gesture for key both represent the action of turning associated with key use-only iconic signs are part of a linguistic system determining their form and function. The linguistic differences underlie the processing differences found between signs and gestures (Corina, Gutiér-rez, & Grosvald, 2014; Emmorey, McCullough, Mehta, Ponto, & Grabowski, 2011) .
Conclusions
Evidence that full cascading is not restricted to spoken language, but extends to sign language, suggests that full cascading is a fundamental feature of language production processing. If we consider that evidence of full cascading was also found in writing (Bonin, Roux, Barry, & Canell, 2012; Buchwald & Falconer, 2014; , full cascading is probably a universal feature of language. It is not fully understood why full cascading represents an optimal design feature to become so ubiquitous. However, it is perhaps equally important to ask if preventing full cascading and restricting activation only to those words or signs selected for production represents a viable alternative. A design of this type requires containing activation within a certain level of representation and then permitting activation to proceed to the next level of processing only for the selected response. It is a restriction of this kind that could be hard to implement within a neurocognitive system favoring massive interactivity and flowing of activation. In the end, full cascading would arise in language production not so much because there are direct advantages, but rather, because of the unfeasibility of preventing it.
In revealing full cascading in sign language, our results imply a hand-based articulatory system enabling full cascading, and, in this respect, functionally comparable to the articulatory system supporting speech. It is possible that full cascading emerges as a by-product of learning a signed-language. Alternatively, the motor system is already predisposed to process the simultaneous activation of multiple representations and to select just one of these representations. There are results from motor and action research (reviewed in Castiello, 2005) in line with this alternative. Under this view, the motor system is naturally capable of simultaneously processing multiple alternative responses-a skill possibly refined by the acquisition and prolonged practice of sign language.
